
1 Background

➢ Lightweight sand (LWS) is used as the PCM carrier in cementitious materials. Octadecane (a type of paraffin) is used as the PCM.

➢ LWS has a porous structure, much rougher surface, more angular shape than the normal river sand (NS). The porosity of the LWS

is 41.6%, and its pore sizes are ranging from 10nm to 500um.

➢ The composite of LWS-PCM is prepared by immersing LWS in liquid PCM, and PCM is retained by the capillary force of the

pores in LWS. The PCM absorption rate is 16 wt%.

➢ The LWS-PCM composite is used as fine aggregate in pavement. As for the mix proportion of mortar, the water-to-cement ratio is

0.4, and the fine aggregate (i.e., NS or LWS-PCM composite) accounts for 60 vol% of total volume.
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3  Results and Analysis

➢ PCM can be incorporated in pavement overlay without strength compromise, using porous fine aggregate of LWS as PCM carrier.

➢ The harness of LWS-PCM in pavement overlay increases its heat capacity significantly, thereby, it decreases and delays peak

temperature of pavement surface temperature, which helps to reduce temperature gradient of pavement. Therefore, LWS-PCM

overlay is able to mitigate the distress of thermal curling of pavement.

4 Conclusions
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Water absorption 
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NS 2.68 2.61 1.2

LWS 3.46 1.60 19.7 Normal sand 

(×20)
Lightweight 

sand (×40)

Physical properties of rive sand (NS) and lightweight sand (LWS)

Schematic diagram of water-saturated 

LWS-PCM aggregate

➢ Thermal curling of pavement results from temperature gradient inside

pavement slab that leads to uneven length changes of slab body.

➢ Phase change materials (PCM) have a constant temperature in the phase

transition zone where they can absorb/release a large amount of heat,

which makes them outstanding in thermal energy storage and temperature

control. For example, octadecane has a melting enthalpy of 235 kJ/kg,

while the specific heat of water is only 4.2 kJ/kg·K.

➢ PCM is popular in increasing building energy efficiency and decreasing

its carbon footprint. However, there are few studies that pay attention to

solving thermal related problems in pavement by using PCM.

➢ In this experimental and numerical study, PCM is applied in pavement

overlay to mitigate thermal curling of whole pavement slab.
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Experimental setup leveraging thermocouples, optic fiber 

temperature-strain sensors and inclinometer

Top-vs-bottom temperature difference of 

the pavement slabs with normal overlay 

and PCM overlay

Numerical model and heat transfer 

model of pavement slabs
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Compressive strength

➢ The compressive strength of mortar with LWS-PCM composite
(~62 MPa @ 28d) is almost the same as that with river sand. It
mainly due to angular shape as well as rougher surface of LWS
and intrusion of paste into LWS surface pores, giving better
interface between LWS and matrix.

➢ Pavement slab with normal overlay and PCM overlay was cast
physically with a reduced size and their FEM models are built.
The 2×2×20 in slabs were heating (6hrs) and then natural cooling
(6hrs). The experimental and numerical outcomes are identical.

➢ After 6 hrs heating, the pavement slab with PCM overlay has a
downward curling, the tilt angle of surface center is 20% smaller.

➢ The pavement with PCM overlay has a smaller temperature gradient (max. reduction of 4.5 °C) than that with traditional overlay.

SEM image and its elementary mapping 
image (Si:aqua; Ca: red)

NS in paste LWS-PCM in paste


